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Several historical and synchronic phonological patterns in the 
Southern Wakashan languages Nuuchahnulth, Ditidaht, and 
Makah — including the restriction of stress to the first two 
syllables, second-syllable epenthesis in Makah, and vowel 
syncope and shortening in third and later syllables — seem to 
be converging on the development of a prosodic word 
consisting of a single foot. Makah exhibits the traces of two 
separate such developments, suggesting that some internal or 
areal feature is particularly conducive to this change. 

 
 
1 Introduction 
 
 The Southern group of the Wakashan language family is usually 
considered to consist of three languages: Nuuchahnulth and Ditidaht, spoken on 
the west coast of Vancouver Island, and Makah, spoken on the tip of the 
Olympic Peninsula. Nuuchahnulth comprises a continuum of closely related 
dialects from Kyuquot Sound in the north to Barkley Sound in the south, while 
speakers of Ditidaht and Makah traditionally occupied smaller territories. 
 Several historical and synchronic phonological patterns in these 
languages seem to be converging on the development of a prosodic word that 
consists of a single initial foot. One such pattern is stress. In the dialects for 
which stress is described — Makah and Tseshaht Nuuchahnulth — stress is 
restricted to the first two syllables. I argue that Makah builds an iambic foot 
over the first one or two syllables, adducing evidence both from its stress pattern 
and from a process that epenthesizes long vowels into the second syllable. 
 Another relevant pattern shared by all of Southern Wakashan, and 
apparently dating from the Pre-Southern Wakashan period, is that of variable-
length vowels, which are shortened in third and later syllables. Similar patterns 
of vowel shortening and deletion in third and later syllables continue in the 
modern languages. 
 What all these patterns have in common is that they treat the first two 
syllables as phonologically stronger, while weakening or eliminating entirely 
third and later syllables. I argue that this can be attributed to the structure of the 
Southern Wakashan prosodic word, which builds a foot over the first one or two 
syllables, leaving the rest of the word unfooted. These phonological patterns, 
then, weaken or eliminate unfooted syllables. 
                                                           
* I would like to thank my Makah consultants Ruth Claplanhoo and Helma Swan for 
sharing their language with me, and Matthew Davidson for valuable comments. 



 In Sections 2 through 4, I discuss the relevant patterns: Makah stress 
and epenthesis, vowel deletion in third and later syllables, and the behavior of 
variable-length vowels. In Section 5, I present arguments for the one-foot word, 
and discuss possible explanations for this development. Section 6 concludes. 
 
2 Makah feet 
 
 A number of phonological patterns in Makah indicate that the language 
builds an iambic foot at the beginning of the prosodic word. Here I support this 
with evidence from stress, epenthesis, and historical lengthening and shortening. 
 
2.1 Stress 
 
 Stress in Makah is restricted to the first two syllables of the word, and 
appears to be predictable. The following generalization describes the observed 
stress placement on most or all Makah words, with a few illustrative examples 
(all data not followed by a reference are from my own field notes). 
 
(1) a. Makah: stress the first syllable if it is heavy, otherwise stress the 

second syllable. Only syllables containing long vowels are heavy. 
(Jacobsen 1979b, Davidson 2002)    

 b. LL LH 
  sds-F«sp-Jtj ‘cucumber’ 

F`-sú.ah-shcR ‘but we (PAST)’ 
W`-Fø-K`-ohW ‘little neck clams’ 

p]hj-xø`-F`Q ‘what he gave’ 
F`-oø`-r`o-rhh-btW ‘I like you’ 
Qt-Kÿt-F`o-ct ‘we keep clean’     

  HL HH 
  BÀ h-FhQ ‘dip’ (VERB) 

Kø`-Wt-vh-p`K ‘the men’ 
cÿta-FhC-jd ‘you all ...!’ (IMP) 

Rÿt-xttK ‘halibut’ 
cø`-c``K-a`-K`K ‘look at’ 
EÀ hW-o``-Kh-shc ‘there were six of us’ 

 
 Following the universal foot inventory proposed by Hayes 1995, we 
may analyze Makah as building an iambic foot at the beginning of the prosodic 
word. Right-headed disyllabic feet (i.e. LH, LL) are preferred — with LH the 
ideal iamb — but an iamb consisting of a single heavy syllable (i.e. H) is 
preferred when the only alternative is a disyllabic foot of the shape *HH or *HL. 
 
(2) a. LL: (F`-sÿ)-ah-shcR ‘but we (PAST)’ (Makah) 
 b. LH9 (F`-oø`)-r`o-rhh-btW ‘I like you’  
 c. HL9 (Kø`)-Wt-vh-p`K ‘the men’  
 d. HH9 (EÀ hW)-o``-Kh-shc ‘there were six of us’  
 
 This, briefly, is how I arrived at this iambic analysis. Following Hayes, 
I assume that the only feet available to natural languages are trochees and iambs, 
that these are either binary or unbounded, and that syllables can be extrametrical 



(i.e. unfooted). A couple of alternative analyses are then conceivable: a weight-
sensitive trochee analysis (a) and an unbounded trochee analysis (b). 
 
(3) a. Weight-sensitive trochees, i.e. LL or H; initial L extrametrical. 
 b. Unbounded trochees, i.e. H, HL, HLL, etc.; stress leftmost heavy 

syllable, otherwise leftmost syllable; initial L extrametrical. 
 
 First, both these analyses include an odd extrametricality rule: the 
initial syllable is extrametrical only if it is light. Second, the unbounded trochee 
analysis predicts that a heavy syllable anywhere in the word will attract stress, if 
it is preceded only by light syllables. But the stress never occurs later than the 
second syllable, even in such cases, e.g. a`aøpxtj]hhj? ‘what are you doing?’. 
 Since, under Hayes’ theory, the best iamb is of the shape LH, the 
iambic analysis expects processes that yield feet of this shape. The following 
section presents two such processes as evidence for this analysis. 
 
2.2 Long vowel epenthesis 
 
 At least two processes in Makah appear to conspire to yield better 
initial iambs: a synchronic process of vowel epenthesis and a diachronic process 
of vowel epenthesis and shortening. 
 Synchronic epenthesis in Makah inserts a long vowel into the second 
syllable of a word, generally between a monosyllabic root and a following 
suffix, and only in order to break up clusters ending in a consonant with some 
glottalic feature, either voicing or glottalization. The quality of the epenthetic 
vowel is a copy of the root vowel (Jacobsen 1971). 
 
(4) a. E`sø`,x`j ‘pencil’, cf. E`s,RÀQ ‘write’ (Makah) 
 b. rhpÀ h,ahr ‘pus’, cf. rhP,øpQ ‘pimple, abcess’  
 c. ahrÀ h,O`K ‘smell something’, cf. ahr,RÀ Q ‘smell’  
 d. FtWÿt,FttW],`=r ‘I’m chewing’, cf. FtW,RÀ Q ‘chew’  
  (Jacobsen 1971:2, Davidson 2002:356–463)  
 
 In a few cases, this epenthesis does not fall directly at the boundary 
between a monosyllabic root and its endings. Glottalizing suffixes can induce 
epenthesis to break up a CVCC root (a). Other exceptions are also observed (b). 
 
(5) a. /k`jC,È`Wr/ ‘light-inside’ → k`j``E`Wr ‘lamp’ 

(Jacobsen 1971:9) 
(Makah) 

 b. /p`,(j)rvhh,/ ‘prick-through’ → p`,jr``vhh, 
(Davidson 2002:435) 

 

 
 Interestingly, the unusual fact that the epenthetic vowel is long — 
unusual in that epenthetic vowels tend to exhibit unmarked features — makes 
sense because this creates a long second syllable, yielding an ideal iamb of the 
shape LH over the first two syllables. In fact, in the data known to me, 
epenthesis occurs only after short initial surface syllables. If a long epenthetic 



vowel were to occur after a long initial surface vowel, this would cast doubt on 
the iambic analysis, since *HH does not appear to be a good iamb in Makah. 
 The second process that has yielded better initial iambs in Makah is a 
historical change whereby the free (i.e. unaffixed) forms of most CVC roots 
have been appended with a long vowel in a pattern similar to synchronic 
epenthesis, often accompanied by a corresponding shortening of an original long 
initial vowel (Davidson 2002). The following examples include cognates from 
Tseshaht Nuuchahnulth (N) and Makah (M) for comparison. 
 
(6) a. N vhj ‘not’, M vhjÀ h 
 b. N mttj ‘song’, M ctjÿt 
 c. N shhC ‘alive, well’, M shCÀ h 
 d. N s``K ‘warm (in time of cold)’, M s`Kø` 
  (Davidson 2002:88–89) 
 
 Just like synchronic epenthesis, this historical second syllable 
epenthesis and concomitant initial syllable shortening yield LH iambs. It should 
be noted here that Jacobsen 1996 implicitly suggests, through data glosses, an 
alternative analysis of historically appended vowels as formative suffixes — that 
is, as suffixes that derive free roots from bound roots. However, I follow 
Davidson in analyzing this process as purely phonological. 
 
3 Vowel deletion 
 
 In this section, I present data on both synchronic and historical vowel 
deletion in Southern Wakashan that indicates that the first two syllables are 
relatively phonologically strong, and third and later syllables relatively weak. 
 
3.1 Regular vowel deletion 
 
 All of Southern Wakashan exhibits severe vowel deletion patterns. 
Final short vowel apocope (a&c) and final long vowel shortening (b&d) are 
regular in Makah (Jacobsen 1971) and Kyuquot Nuuchahnulth (Rose 1981). 
 
(7) a. F`Q ‘two’, cf. F`Q`,bW ‘have two wives’ 

p]`k`k ‘seagull’, cf. p]`k`k`=aFt ‘it was a seagull’ 
(Makah) 

 b. ahQ` ‘rain’, cf. ahQ``=F`k ‘it’s raining’ 
kttk`oh ‘hand’, cf. kttk`ohh=rhr ‘my hand’ 

 

  (Jacobsen 1971:14–17)      
 c. /FTR,s`p[L],ÈH/ → FttRs`Y ‘work!’ (Kyuquot) 
 d. /l`s,(x)@/ → l`s` ‘it was flying’ 

/Q`v`,-Fh9/ → Q`v`Fh ‘he approached’ 
 

  (Rose 1981:27)1  

                                                           
1 Key: H, @, T: variable-length vowels, h:, `:, t:: persistently long vowels, [L]: stem 
lengthening suffix, [R]: stem reduplicating suffix, “.F”: non-contracting glottal stop. 



 
 It is not clear whether final long vowel shortening is to be regarded as a 
phonological alternation; i.e. whether shortened vowels are phonemically short, 
or phonemic long vowels with phonetically shorter duration. Jacobsen 1971 and 
Rose 1981 — for Makah and Kyuquot, respectively — appear to regard this as a 
phonological alternation, using rule ordering to account for the fact that 
shortened final vowels do not delete like underlyingly short final vowels. 
 Final short vowels are deleted also in Ditidaht (Swadesh & Swadesh 
1933). It is not clear whether Ditidaht also shortens final long vowels, but it 
appears from the text in Swadesh & Swadesh 1933 that it does not. Tseshaht 
Nuuchahnulth neither deletes final short vowels, nor shortens final long vowels. 
 Regular patterns that delete non-final vowels are also observed. In 
Makah, VFV sequences (where V represents a short vowel) are regularly 
reduced by syncopating the first of these vowels (a), unless this first vowel is in 
the first syllable of the word (b). 
 
(8) a. FtptpK=Fh=R ‘her name is’, cf. FtptpK`=r ‘my name is’ (Makah) 
  ctta,Fhjr ‘consume all’, c.f. ctta`=ahs=cttj ‘we would all’ 
  xttx=Ftp ‘the morning’, cf. xttxt,o`c`C ‘walking around early’ 
 b. EhFhb ‘butter clam’, a`F`r ‘house’, vdFhC ‘sleep’ 
 
 Jacobsen 1979a remarks that Ditidaht regularly deletes the last short 
vowel of the word, though it is unclear whether this is to be analyzed as an 
etymological process or a synchronic, phonological one. This pattern is apparent 
from the following Ditidaht (D), Tseshaht Nuuchahnulth, and Makah cognates. 
 
(9) a. D v``FQ ‘said’, N v``F`Q, M v``F`Q 
 b. D p`F`vb ‘burden basket’, N p`Ftt,b, M p`F`v`b 
 c. D ghs,F`prK ‘mouth’, N -(F)`prt(K) ‘at the mouth’, M ,`prhK 

(Ditidaht: Swadesh & Swadesh 1933, Thomas & Hess)    
 d. D ,Jj] (final allomorph) ‘resembling’, N ,Jtj, M ,Jtj] 
  (Jacobsen 1979a) 
 
 Swadesh & Swadesh 1933 describe extensive syncope for Ditidaht. 
 
(10) a. “Non-final short stem-suffix vowels are syncopated when followed by 

a single consonant or original consonant group a) in final position b) 
before a word-suffix c) before a short stem-suffix vowel; but if the 
consonant be a glottal stop ... syncope takes place regardless of whether 
the following vowel is long or short.” 
(Swadesh & Swadesh 1933:201)    

 b. /K``Wt,Ètj/ → K``WtFj ‘youths’ (Ditidaht) 
  /Q`c``,(È)hK,È`Q/ → Q`c¬¬FK`FQ ‘stayed at home, now’  
  /xhh,È`sW,È`p/ → x¬¬FsW`p ‘yonder where they dwelt’  
  (Swadesh & Swadesh 1933:202–203)  



 
 Rose 1981 describes a pattern of word-internal syncope in Kyuquot 
similar to that described for Ditidaht, though acknowledging that it is “not fully 
understood” (25). Generally speaking, this pattern deletes rightmost vowels first 
(a&b), then alternate vowels scanning leftward (c), syncopating as many vowels 
as permitted by the language’s phonotactics. Kyuquot generally deletes only 
short vowels in third or later syllables — including variable-length vowels (see 
Section 4) — though some cases of second-syllable deletion do occur (d). 
 
(11) a. /G`xt,CHK/ → G`xtCQ ‘it went on for ten days’ (Kyuquot) 
 b. /Ft,Jtj[R]/ → FtFtJ]j] ‘he resembled him’  
 c. /ghr,hhj],Ëhr,hms/ → ghrhhj]rhms ‘he traveled along the beach’ 
 d. /lhws,J]`o[L]/ → lhhwsJ]o ‘he likes old people’  
  (Rose 1981:24–26)  
 
 The first vowel of the word is never deleted, since in all the Southern 
Wakashan languages, every syllable — and by extension, every word — begins 
with one and only one consonant (see Sapir & Swadesh 1939:13). 
 
3.2 Makah casual speech vowel deletion 
 
 Severe vowel deletions like those reported for Ditidaht and Kyuquot 
Nuuchahnulth also occur in Makah, but only in casual speech. The following 
casual speech tokens come from a small body of texts collected from two 
different speakers. Although more interesting patterns are probably waiting to be 
discovered, Makah casual speech syncope generally deletes short vowels in third 
and later syllables, targeting earlier vowels (a) as often as later ones (b). 
 
(12) a. vhjhkb` ~ vhjhkhb` ‘you (PL) will not’ 

F`sWhhxFttp] ~ F`sWhhxtFttFtp] ‘(in) the night’ 
vhjhhFsWct ~ vhjhhFhsWct ‘(because) he didn’t .. us’ 
v``F`Iscttj] ~ v``F`Ihscttj]  ‘she would tell us’ 
Ftc``J`Qsv``c ~ Ftc``J`Qhsv``c ‘he had (they say)’ 

(Makah) 

  Ftb`CIddFr`Qpdxc ~ Ftb`ChIddFhr`Qpdxc ‘when we were going to’    
 b. w`cF`vRC ~ w`cF`vhRC ‘girl’ 

vhJ`Qsr ~ vhJ`Qhsr ‘I didn’t’ 
E`F`vp ~ E`F`vhp ‘the water’ 
P]`B`pj ~ P]`B`p`j ‘(fresh) fish’ 

 

 
 Casual speech syncope does not appear to avoid creating clusters of 
plain obstruents. Clusters beginning in glottalic (i.e. voiced or glottalized) 
consonants are also tolerated. Only clusters ending in glottalic consonants seem 
to be avoided. In fact, a few forms show syncope with concomitant short vowel 
epenthesis before glottalic consonants (a). This is not unusual, since glottalic 
consonants often induce epenthesis after tautosyllabic plain obstruents, as in 



a`a`Khc ‘white man’. Interestingly, the only example in my data of second-
syllable deletion yields an ideal iamb (b). 
 
(13) a. cttvhprtashcr ~ cttvhprtahschr ‘our late father’ 

F`addprtashcr ~ F`addFhprtahschr ‘our late mother’ 
(Makah) 

 b. p]`WWsjcttj ~ p]`W`Whshjcttj ‘that’s why we would’ 
 
 This reinforces the generalization developed so far that third and later 
syllables are more vulnerable to vowel deletion. Having established that Makah 
builds an initial iamb, I take this to suggest the generalization that the targets of 
syncope are mostly vowels outside the initial foot. 
 This claim makes an interesting prediction: words with initial long 
vowels should show deletion of second and later syllables, since only the first 
syllable is footed. However, I have not observed any such cases so far. 
 
4 Variable-length vowels 
 
 Previous sections have established patterns in the Southern Wakashan 
languages that seem to treat the first two syllables of the prosodic word as 
phonologically stronger than third and later syllables. Another such pattern 
shared by these languages is the unusual phenomenon of variable-length vowels, 
which will provide additional insight into Southern Wakashan foot structure. 
 
4.1 The behavior and origin of variable-length vowels 
 
 Variable-length vowels are pronounced long if they occur in either of 
the first two syllables, but short if they occur in third and later syllables. 
 
(14) a. Ft,m``j ‘have it’, E`o`b,m`j ‘have a canoe’ 

b`phhb ‘twenty’, b`,b`phb ‘twenty each’ 
(Tseshaht) 

  J`o,Fttjs ‘stolen goods’, Y`B`w,Ftjs ‘(fish) obtained by snaring’ 
(Davidson 2002:29)    

 b. Ft,m``j ‘he has it’, Ftt,Ftt,m`j],o ‘he has it too much ’ 
(Rose 1981:23–24) 

(Kyuquot) 

    
 c. att,c``j,r ‘I have four’, RtE`,c`j,r ‘I have five’ 

Ed,FhhW ‘thirsty’, stO``x,hW ‘drown in salt water’ 
(Makah) 

  Ed,Fhhjr ‘drink water’, J`REt,P],hjr,r ‘I’m eating a hair seal’ 
(Jacobsen 1971:12) 

 
 Other long vowels are persistently long vowels, which are pronounced 
long no matter where in the word they occur. 
 



(15) a. EttCj,hhbr ‘bring all’, ldFhQp`b,hhbr ‘bring a boy’ 
m``Qj,rXttC ‘have feet sticking out’, gttF`j,rXttC 
‘out of bed early’ 
(Davidson 2002:30) 

(Tseshaht) 

    
 b. Ftt,a``B ‘about’, FttR,`a``B ‘talk about’ 

Ft,jshho ‘do to’, a`ph,jshho,hhj ‘what are you ...-ing?’ 
(Makah) 

  Ftt,j]hhK,R,F`Q ‘start to make’, IttR,`js,hhK ‘make dry fish’ 
 
 Jacobsen 1979a proposes that variable-length vowels are the unmarked 
case, dating back to a historical development in the Pre-Southern Wakashan 
period whereby all vowels became short in third and later syllables. Since then, 
persistently long vowels — the marked case — have slowly crept back into 
these languages by several routes. One of these is borrowing (Klokeid 1996). 
 
(16)  Fnno`jnns ‘overcoat’ 

F`v`V`shh Kwakwala man’s name 
x`j]`WhhW Makah man’s name 
g`Ka``wnnvnFnQ woman’s name 
(Klokeid 1996:51, data from Sapir & Swadesh 1939) 

(Tseshaht) 

 
 Another historical source of persistently long vowels is reduction of 
vowel-glide sequences — *`x > hh, *`v > tt — first noticed by Haas 1969. 
This can be seen in these Tseshaht Nuuchahnulth and Makah cognates, where 
the Makah words are taken to preserve the original sequences. 
 
(17)  N wttb, ‘intoxicated’, M wtvhb, 

N ,Èhhj] ‘given to, fond of’, M ,Èdxhj 
N ,ÈhhG ‘hunting, collecting’, M ,Èdx`W 
N ,Ètt ‘intending to get, camping out for the purpose of getting, 
waiting in ambush to get’, M ,È`vh ‘waiting for’ 
(Davidson 2002:32) 

 
 Yet another source of persistently long vowels was a historical change 
in Makah whereby glottalized sonorants were lost, leaving compensatory  (and 
persistent) lengthening on preceding vowels (Jacobsen 1979a). 
 
(18) a. N btVhs ‘silver salmon’, M bttvhs 

N gtL``p ‘wild rhubarb’, M gtta``p 
N CtM` ‘vulva’, M Cttc` (underlying form) 
N YtXh ‘medicine’, M Pttx` (underlying form) 
(Davidson 2002:76)    

 b. *,`MtK > M ,``chK ‘along something’ 
(Jacobsen 1979a:781) 

 



 The idea, then, is that variable-length vowels are an older pattern, but 
still regular in the modern languages, while persistently long vowels are a more 
recent development. This view is supported not only by the historical origins 
reconstructed for many persistently long vowels, but also by the fact that 
variable-length vowels are more numerous in the lexicon than persistently long 
vowels — at least in Tseshaht Nuuchahnulth (Jacobsen 1979c). 
 Our interest here in variable-length vowels lies in what they may reveal 
about the prosodic structure of the Southern Wakashan languages. 
 
4.2 Variable-length vowels in Tseshaht 
 
 Both Wilson 1986 (for Southern Wakashan) and Stonham 1990 (for 
Tseshaht only) propose that the length of variable-length vowels is determined 
by a special foot built over the first two syllables: variable-length vowels are 
pronounced long only if they occur in this foot. I will refer to this as the special 
foot analysis. Stonham’s version will serve to exemplify the analysis. 
 Stonham 1990 adduces several pieces of evidence indicating that 
Tseshaht Nuuchahnulth builds a special foot over the first two syllables — 
special in that it licenses certain prosodic structures that are not available to 
other feet later in the word. The behavior of variable-length vowels provides one 
piece of evidence for his proposal. 
 Observing several parallels between syllables containing variable-
length vowels and syllables containing coda nasals, Stonham proposes that 
variable-length vowels are actually vowel-glide sequences, and that the glide 
component of a variable-length vowel occupies the same slot as a coda nasal, 
branching from the syllable rime (N′). Persistently long vowels, on the other 
hand, are linked to two moras, which are in turn linked to the nucleus (N). 
 
(19) a. Persistently long V 

 
      N′′ 
      | 
      N′ 
      | 
      N 
     / \ 
    µ   µ 
   / \ / 
  C   V 

b. Variable-length V 
 
      N′′ 
      | 
      N′ 
     / \ 
    N   \ 
    |    \ 
    µ     µ 
   / \    | 
  C   V  glide   

c. Coda nasal 
 
      N′′ 
      | 
      N′ 
     / \ 
    N   \ 
    |    \ 
    µ     µ 
   / \    | 
  C   V  nasal 

 
 Further, Stonham proposes that only in the first foot — which is built 
over the first two syllables — can glides and nasals link to the rime. In later feet, 
nasals link to the syllable (N′′), and glides are lost. In the first foot, then, the 
glide part of a variable-long vowel is pronounced as vowel length, but in later 
syllables this part is lost and the vowel is pronounced short. Persistently long 
vowels are linked to the nucleus and are always pronounced long. 
 This analysis accounts for several properties of Tseshaht. For example, 
there are no surface coda glides in Tseshaht because they are pronounced as 



vowel length or lost. Also, variable-length vowels and coda nasals are in 
complementary distribution — no syllable contains both. This is because the 
glide components of variable-length vowels occupy the same slot as coda nasals. 
 In addition, CV reduplication copies onsets and persistently long 
vowels (a), but not variable-length vowels (b) or coda nasals (c). In Stonham’s 
analysis, this is because CV reduplication copies the nucleus but not the rime, so 
that coda nasals and variable-length vowels’ glide portions are not copied. 
 
(20) a. B`,B`v`,ChK ‘naming one’ 

v``,v``r,ChK ‘naming where ...’ 
(Tseshaht) 

    
 b. st,stts,R ‘thundering (at intervals)’, *stt,stts,R 

Fh,FhhG ‘big here and there’, *Fhh,FhhG 
sh,shhC ‘barely living’, *shh,shhC 

 

    
 c. Ch,Chlr,ChK ‘naming a bear’, *Chlr,Chlr,ChK  
    
  (Stonham 1990:131, 139)  
 
 Last, Stonham notes that both variable-length vowels (a) and coda 
nasals (b) are only ever followed by a maximum of two other coda consonants, 
but both short vowels and persistently long vowels can be followed by up to 
three coda consonants. This seems to suggest that something about a variable-
length vowel fills a coda consonant slot. 
 
(21) a. FhhGb-j]h-r`-p` (Tseshaht) 
 b. Fttb-Ftt-vhlsG-vd-Fhm, Jh-bhmjG-Fhl, F`o-Vhmpr-Fh 

(Stonham 1990:140) 
 

 
 Stonham’s analysis, then, accounts for the special behavior of variable-
length vowels in Tseshaht by supposing a special initial foot. But the evidence 
that it is the presence or absence of a foot that is responsible for these patterns 
all comes down to the observation that the number of special syllables in the 
Tseshaht word is two, which happens to be the size of a foot. Other evidence 
diagnostic of feet — such as from stress — would be more compelling. 
 
4.3 The Tseshaht foot 
 
 In fact, there is some evidence from Tseshaht stress to support the 
special foot analysis. However, the only promising aspect of Tseshaht stress for 
this analysis is that, as in Makah, stress in Tseshaht is restricted to the first two 
syllables of the word. 
 
(22) a. Tseshaht: if the first syllable is light and the second syllable is heavy, 

then stress the second syllable, otherwise stress the first syllable. 
Syllables containing long vowels and/or coda nasals are heavy. 



(Wilson 1986, Stonham 1990, Davidson 2002)2    
 b. LL LH 
  SÿG-Bh-sh ‘head’ 

jøQG-RhQ ‘appeared’ 
vÀ -J`-Qtj ‘now of (him) was not’ 

g`-vÀ h-F`Q ‘now finished’ 
gh-RÀ l-Xtto ‘gather together’ 
G`-CÀ l-rhp-r`j-Fh ‘her brothers’     

  HL HH 
  Kÿtbr-l` ‘woman’ 

lø`-F`j ‘California whale’ 
pÿtF`r ‘person’ (Sapir 1924:77) 

Xÿt-p]`` ‘likewise’ 
CÀ lr-Lhhs ‘son of Bear’ 
Mø`b-r``Q ‘now was looking at’     

  (Davidson 2002:25, data from Sapir 1924, Stonham 1994a, 1994b) 
 
 Wilson and Stonham essentially agree that the first two syllables are 
grouped into a prosodic constituent, and that the heavier syllable gets the stress, 
or if neither is heavier, the first syllable is stressed by default. Wilson, however, 
believes for theoretical reasons that no foot at all is constructed when both the 
first two syllables are light, though he seems to still consider them to form a 
constituent. By contrast, I assume that where there is stress, there is a foot. 
 However, the shape of the Tseshaht foot might not support Stonham’s 
analysis of variable-length vowels. It is crucial to his analysis that the Tseshaht 
foot always contain two syllables. But the foot inventory proposed in Hayes 
1995 suggests another analysis of the Tseshaht foot: a word-initial, weight 
sensitive trochee, either LL or H, but not *L, *LH or *HH. This analysis would 
build feet as in (a). Compare these to Wilson’s and Stonham’s feet in (b). 
 
(23) a. LL: (SÿG-Bh)-sh ‘head’ (Tseshaht) 
  LH9 g`-(vÀ h)-F`Q ‘now finished’  
  HL9 (lø`)-F`j ‘California whale’  
  HH9 (CÀ lr)-Lhhs ‘son of Bear’       
 b. (SÿG-Bh)-sh, (g`-vÀ h)-F`Q, (lø`-F`j), (CÀ lr-Lhhs)    
  (see data references above) 
 
 Under the alternative analysis that I am suggesting, Tseshaht would 
have only the foot shapes most preferred by weight-sensitive trochee languages: 
LL and H (Hayes 1995). These feet would be initial, except when the first two 
syllables form a LH contour. Then a monosyllabic heavy foot — i.e. H — after 
an extrametrical initial light syllable — as in g`-(vÀ h)-F`Q — would be 
preferred to either *L or *LH. 
 Other problems with Stonham’s analysis may indicate that it is not 
quite right. First, if variable-length vowels are underlyingly vowel-glide 
sequences, why don’t these glides affect the quality of the vowels they occur 

                                                           
2 Davidson 2002 notes some counterexamples to the claim that coda nasals contribute to 
syllable weight in Tseshaht: QÀ RQhm ‘foot’ GÀ rhlX`vhF`Q ‘now became blood-covered’, 
gÀ KxhmFh ‘the one at the bow’ (page 26). 



after? Second, Stonham observes (page 140) that coda nasals seem to inhibit 
length on preceding vowels. But his proposed foot structure doesn’t seem to 
predict this. Persistently long vowels link to the nucleus, and coda nasals link to 
the rime, so they are not in complementary distribution and should cooccur. 
 The important point, however, seems to be that Stonham’s analysis of 
variable-length vowels seems plausible for some stage of the language. It is 
possible that the variable-length vowel pattern originated when feet were always 
disyllabic, but is now completely morphologized, and based on syllable counting 
rather than on foot structure. I will pursue this possibility later in the paper. 
 
4.4 The Makah foot 
 
 In this section, I look briefly at some aspects of variable-length vowel 
behavior in Makah, arguing that Stonham’s 1990 analysis of variable-length 
vowels in Tseshaht is untenable for Makah. 
 First, I argued at length earlier in this paper in favor of an iambic 
analysis of Makah foot structure, under which Makah builds a single word-
initial iamb of the shape LH, LL, or H. If it is correct, this analysis entails that 
the initial foot is monosyllabic in words with heavy initial syllables. If variable-
length vowels are shortened outside of the first foot, then, as proposed by 
Stonham, we would expect variable-length vowels to be shortened in second and 
later syllables in words with heavy initial syllables. However, examples like 
(aÿt)-c``jr ‘I have four’ show that this is not the case. The variable-length 
vowel in ,c``j ‘have’ is long, though it lies outside the initial foot. 
 Second, the Makah process of long vowel epenthesis is opaque to 
variable-length vowel length determination. In the following examples, an 
epenthetic vowel in the second syllable pushes a variable-length vowel into the 
third syllable, but the variable-length vowel is pronounced long as if it were in 
one of the first two syllables. 
 
(24)  rhphhc``J`k ‘she’s cooking’ (Makah) 
  p]hRhhFhhjr ‘to smoke’ (cigarette, etc.)  
  Btrsjttc``jRF`Qhsr ‘I just got some new ...’  
  KtCttc``jRF`Qv``c ‘he got married (I am told)’  
  ItRttBttF`k ‘it’s empty’ (of container for liquid)  
  (Jacobsen 1971:12)3  
 
 Again, this shows that the claim that variable-length vowels are long 
only when they occur inside the first foot cannot work for Makah. I have argued 
that the very reason why this epenthetic vowel is long is so that it can serve as 
the head of a good iamb — e.g. (p]h-RÀ h)-Fhhjr — which means that the foot 
ends before the third syllable. I therefore believe that the behavior of variable-
length vowels in Makah is no longer phonological, but a syllable-counting 
morphological process — though I will not attempt a detailed analysis here. 
                                                           
3 Jacobsen notes one exception to the observed opacity of long vowel epenthesis to vowel 
length determination: BtrsttJ]`F``o ‘to buy a new one’ (1971:12). 



 However, I do not propose to abandon the foot theory of vowel length 
determination. Rather, in the next section I will incorporate it into a proposed 
unified account of all of the foot phenomena we have seen so far. 
 
5 The one-foot word 
 
 So far, I have discussed in detail several patterns of Southern 
Wakashan phonology: stress in Makah and Tseshaht and alternations related to 
stress, both synchronic and diachronic vowel deletion patterns, and the variable-
length vowel phenomenon. What these all have in common is that they seem to 
treat the first two syllables of the word as phonologically stronger than the rest 
of the word. In this section, now, I will pursue the idea that these patterns reflect 
a gradual development in the Southern Wakashan languages toward a word 
consisting of a single foot. 
 In both Makah and Tseshaht, the stress is restricted to the first two 
syllables of the prosodic word. For both languages, I argued that a single foot is 
built over the first one or two syllables — an iamb in Makah and a trochee in 
Tseshaht — though the evidence for the Tseshaht trochee was much weaker than 
that for the Makah iamb. 
 The main generalization that came out of all the vowel deletion patterns 
that we looked at is that vowels in third and later syllables are more prone to 
deletion. The variable-length vowel phenomenon, regular throughout Southern 
Wakashan, then showed even more clearly the difference in phonological 
strength between the first two syllables and the rest of the word. 
 I believe that these patterns suggest the following story. As Jacobsen 
1979a proposes, at some point in the Pre-Southern Wakashan period, vowel 
length became neutralized to short in third and later syllables of the prosodic 
word. Since this shortening happened so regularly from the third syllable on, it 
seems likely that the first foot was always exactly two syllables, as Stonham 
1990 proposes for modern Tseshaht. 
 However, while Wilson 1986 and Stonham 1990 assume the entire 
word to be footed, I think it more likely that only the first two syllables were 
footed. The sweeping reduction of third and later syllables does not create better 
feet, whether trochees or iambs. Rather, it seems like an effort to eliminate as 
much phonological material as possible. I therefore surmise that this reduction 
went unchecked because third and later syllables were extrametrical, with the 
result that their length had no consequences for prosodic structure. If we allow 
such extrametricality in our theory of prosody, as Hayes 1995 does, then we 
need not posit two kinds of feet for Tseshaht, as Stonham does. Instead, we have 
only footed syllables and unfooted syllables. 
 The irrelevance of vowels after the second syllable to word prosody 
appears to continue in the modern Southern Wakashan languages, as we saw 
from the patterns of vowel reduction and deletion discussed earlier, which are 
almost entirely restricted to third and later syllables. 
 But interestingly, Makah appears to have developed a new foot that is 
unlike the old foot. As shown above, the new initial iambic foot in Makah 



cannot be what determines the length of variable-length vowels. Nevertheless, it 
is interesting that Makah shows the traces of two independent initial foot 
patterns: the prehistoric initial foot that led to the development of variable-
length vowels throughout Southern Wakashan, and the newer iambic foot 
observed in modern Makah. This may also be true for Tseshaht, if the alternative 
analysis of Tseshaht stress that I sketched above is correct. 
 At any rate, the patterns of vowel reduction and deletion attested across 
the Southern Wakashan languages seem to show that the reduction begun by the 
variable-length vowel development is continuing. If this reduction persists, we 
might expect an advanced stage where the entire prosodic word consists of only 
a single foot, with most suffixes and clitics surfacing merely as strings of 
consonants, as in p]`WWsjcttj ‘that’s why we would’. 
 Moreover, the one-foot word toward which Southern Wakashan is 
moving does lead us to wonder whether certain features of these languages, or of 
neighboring languages, have been conducive to this development. One 
possibility that comes immediately to mind is the prevalence of consonant 
clusters in the languages of the Northwest Coast. This would at least provide a 
solution to the desire to eliminate vowels, though perhaps not the impetus. 
 A feature of the Southern Wakashan languages themselves that might 
be conducive to the development of the one-foot word is the presence of 
extensive second-position clitic strings. Since the third and later syllables of 
many words consist solely of clitics (see example), and clitics are prone to 
extrametricality, this might encourage non-footing of third and later syllables.4 
 
(25) a. Ft ,b` ,ChI ,ddFhr =`Q =pdx =c (Makah) 
  DEIC -go.to -PERF -FUT =TEMP =COND =1PL  
 ‘when we were going to’  
 b. p]`W`W =is =ij =ctt =j 
  because.of =PAST =REL =1PL =HAB 
 ‘that’s why we would’  
 c. vhj ,hk =ib` 
  NEG -FUT =2PL.IND 
 ‘you (PL) will not’ 
 
 A last possibility that occurs to me is that the one-foot word may be a 
compromise between a binary foot and an unbounded foot — i.e. between a foot 
consisting of two moras or syllables, and a foot with an unspecified number of 
syllables. Kwakwala (formerly Kwakiutl), the southernmost of the Northern 
Wakashan languages, and formerly spoken in the northwest of Vancouver Island 
in territory adjacent to Nuuchahnulth territory, has been analyzed by Bach 1975 
and Hayes 1995 as having a stress pattern characteristic of unbounded feet. 
 
                                                           
4 Key: COND: conditional mood, DEIC: deictic, FUT: future, HAB: habitual, IND: indicative, 
NEG: negation, PAST: past, PERF: perfective aspect, PL: plural, REL: relative mood, TEMP: 
temporal specifier, “-”: suffix boundary, “=”: clitic boundary. 



(26)  Kwakwala: stress the leftmost heavy syllable, otherwise the rightmost 
syllable. Syllables with long vowels and/or coda sonorants are heavy. 
(Bach 1975, Hayes 1995) 

 
 If the Southern Wakashan languages, for whatever reason, build only 
binary feet, but are pressured by contact with Kwakwala to have only one stress 
per word, then the development of a single binary foot per word might be a 
compromise between these two pressures.5 
 
6 Conclusion 
 
 I have examined several phonological patterns indicating that the 
Southern Wakashan languages build only a single foot over the first one or two 
syllables of the prosodic word, leaving the rest of the word unfooted. These 
patterns included the restriction of stress to the first two syllables, the variable-
length vowel phenomenon, and the relative vulnerability of vowels in third and 
later syllables to deletion, both historical and synchronic. I also discussed the 
possible history of this development, as well as some ideas regarding why it 
might have arisen. However, further comparisons of the stress systems and 
vowel deletion patterns of neighboring languages are needed in order to come to 
any conclusions about the origin of this phenomenon. 
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